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Useful links: archive

- **2016/10** - FECC supporting REACH 2018 registration
- **2015/12** - DUCC Sector-specific approaches towards developing and communicating information for the safe use of mixtures
- **2014/11/04** - Guidance on ES short titles published
- **2013/09** - Aerospace supply chain communication for AfA
- **2013/03/12** - Roadmap on SVHC - Final Industry Position
- **2012/11/15** - DUCC - Best practices regarding the format and content of an exposure scenario
- **2012/11/15** - DUCC recommendation on ES information for safe use of mixture
Useful links: archive

- **2012/06** - DUCC report on performing a DU CSA
- **2012/03/01** - Joint industry statement on REACH and CLP enforcement
- **2012/02/27** - Cefic guidance on process in companies after receiving an (extended) SDS
- **2012/02/22** - Uses communication for the 2013 registration deadline:
  - Cefic-Fecc-DUCC Letter and fact sheet on use communication:
    - Letter on Communication of uses along the supply chain for 2013 registration
    - Factsheet on Registration of a substance and use communication
Useful links: archive

- **2011/11/22** - Cefic-DUCC Position DU reporting Article 38.4
- **2011/10/17** - DUCC Standard letter about ESCom XLM to be sent to IT providers by companies
- **2011/08/13** - Cefic, Concawe, Fecc and DUCC “Messages to communicate in the supply chain on extended SDS for substances II”
- **2011/01** - Cefic paper: Messages to communicate in the supply chain
- **2011/04/20** - DCG agreed proposals Uses not covered by Registration
- **2006/12** - REACH in Brief
Useful links: archive

• **2013/01/28** - Industry messages on nanotechnologies and nanomaterials

• **2010** - Hydrofluoric Acid Distributors Issues Guidelines